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in the strict sense, even introducing receipts (for making ink, 
etc.) and other prose pieces, while the third writer includes no 

genuine student songs at all among the pieces he added to the 

manuscript. This collection lacks the tunes entirely and from 
the literary standpoint also it is less interesting than that of 
Clodius. Known authors represented in it are Chr. Weise (3 
numbers), Adam Krieger (2), J. G. Schoch and Paul Thymich 
(each *) Charles A. Williams. 

University of Illinois. 

ABLAUTSTUDIEN von Heinrich Schr?der Beitr?ge zur 

germanischen Sprach-und Kulturgeschichte II. Heidelberg 
1910. Carl Winter. (Germanische Bibliothek herausgegeben 
von W. Streitberg, zweite Abteilung: Untersuchungen und 
Texte. 1, 2.) 
It is not quite fair of the publishers to give us these studies 

as a book and charge 3M for them: in extent and in lack of 

unity they resemble the matter that is ordinarily published in 

journals under such headings as Etymologisches,?bar only the 
Preface and Introduction: which, let us say at once, should 
both have been omitted. The former emphasizes vehemently 
the need of studying the life of language in the living language, 

?an already well established principle, to which the present 
volume, moreover, bears no unusual relation. The Introduction 
contains a brief summary, with reference to Hirfs Ablaut and 

Noreen's Abrisz, of the facts of the Idg. ablaut. These para 
graphs contain a piece of illustration which seems to me to 
illustrate only^ a fallacy. The author refers to Brugmann's 
statement, K. vgl. Gr. ? 211, to the effect that in order to explain 
cases of ablaut (N. B. : ablaut as manifested by single words) 

we must often keep in view the cadence and emphasis of entire 
clauses and sentences. Now, with an insidiously faulty transi 

tion Schr?der goes on: 'Wir haben es also nicht nur mit 
ablautsbasen zu tun, die nur aus einem worte oder gar nur einem 
wortteil bestehen, sondern auch mit solchen, die ganze 
wortgruppen umfassen. 

TEine solche basis ist z. b. nd. datis?n in dem satze dat is en 

g?d perd "das ist ein gutes pferd." 
' 

He then cites the forms 
in which this 'basis' actually occurs, as, for instance, dasn in 
d?sn g?d perd and tisn in ne, tisn g?d perd (?k h?t noch). 
This illustrates, in fact, the phonetic result of emphasizing 
now one, now another of the various concepts in a sentence, 

and could be adduced to explain the double forms LG. da: t, 
is: s, etc., should any explanation be necessary; it could also 
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serve as a parallel instance wherever we assume changes in the 
form of an entire word due to unemphatic (or emphatic) 
position in the sentence, as in OHG. mir: OS. mi (or OS. mi: 

mi). It is, however, a decidedly different process from that 
which is believed to have given rise to the Idg. ablaut doublets, 

?namely, accentuation now of one, now of another part of a 
word. In a sentence, emphasis 

now of one concept, now of 

another, with corresponding phonetic results, is to us moderns 
a fairly well understood process : the apparent pre-Idg. emphasis 
now of one part of a word, now of another, has not yet been 

explained,?why, for instance, the word for 'Nabe, Nabel' was 
now ?nobh (Lat. umbo), now on?bh (G. Nabe),?and until it 
is explained the Idg. ablaut will be wrapped in mystery. To 

explain and illustrate, as does Schr?der, the former process is 
neither necessary, nor, as regards our understanding of the 
latter process?Schr?der, p. 5, to the contrary?helpful. Of 
course, if it should appear that the Idg. ablaut bases were at 
one time not single concepts, but groups of concepts whose 

emphatic relations could vary, then Schroder's example could 
come before court, together with a great many others which 
can easily be collected from every-day speech, Low German and 
other. In general, it may be remarked that Schroder's tone in 
these preliminary paragraphs is too masterful for the occasion, 
and may consequently prejudice many readers into an adverse 

opinion. 
Ours, however, shall not extend beyond the preface and 

introduction, for the real matter of the 'Studies' is not only 
interesting but exceedingly valuable. Whether the etymologic 
connections are agreeable or not, everyone who has dealt at all 

with the German vocabulary will recognize here a clear, sug 
gestive summing up of certain characteristic and troublesome 
word groups. 

Schroder's method is the application of Hirf s ablaut prin 
ciples to Germanic words,?in the present study to words with 
inner nasal and words with inner u. By this method he can 

connect, for instance, in the first part of the essay, under a 
base 'Germ, hanaf,' words like E. hump,G. Humpen: E. nub, 
G. Napf; under a base Gic. kenab, E. comb: knob, knave; 
under Gic. hanak, E. hunk, G. Henkel: E. neck; under Gic. 

kenak, E. kink: knag, knight, knuckle; under Gic. skenab, E. 

shamble, G. schimpfen: Sw. snarva, G. schnappen. It is evident 
that this affects wide ranges of Germanic words,?perhaps not 
so radically as the author believes, but at any rate uniting, 
pair by pair, hitherto unconnected groups of the types kump: 
knup, skamp: s(k)nap. 

This method has its weakness. There is no need of pointing 
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out, after the illuminative essays of my teacher, Francis Wood, 
how almost any sound-law may be assumed and then proved by 
collocating words that can be semantically connected ? the 
Skandinavian method. In the present instance a counter theory 

may be mentioned, namely, that of the nasal infix. Tense 
formations of the infix type were generalized in Germanic and 
formed parallels to words without the infix. Thus one may 
oppose Schroder's base Gic. hanak with the infix theory by 
setting up Idg. ke-n-g, which gives Lett, k?gis 'Kr?cke,' E. 
hook: Lith. k?ng? 'Haken,' G. Henkel. Thus Gic. hna?e, E. 
neck, which Schr?der attaches to his base, must be cut off. Or 

again an etymologist might seek to discredit Schroder's base 
Gic. skenab skenap by setting up an infix stem Idg. ska-m-p, 
giving Gr. maim? 'behacke,' Lith. skap?ti 'chaben,' skab? 

'schneide,' G. schaben: Gr.oxafi?oc, E. shamble, etc. That 
leaves G. schnappen out in the cold. Such, for instance, is the 

standpoint represented by Torp and Falk in Fick III4, cf., e. g., 
8. v. (h?k hak henk). Not being an etymologist, I shall not 

try to support either view, but shall only reaffirm that almost 

any process of derivation may be set up and illustrated by a 
wealth of cases. In the present instance it may be that both 

processes,?varying forms from enek bases as well as generaliza 
tions of the nasal infix,?occurred in early Germanic and served 
as models for further formations. Most probably neither process 
underlies all the cases to which it might be applied. What we 
seek is the actual, historical truth. 

This brings us to another danger besetting Schroder's 
method. When Hirt unites Idg. ombh (Lat. umbo) and nobh 

(Gt.Nabe) it is a matter of indifference just how this particular 
doublet arose, whether by actual phonetic process or by one of 
the words affecting the other, perhaps under the influence of 
some previous doublet. Consequently, though few of us are 

daring enough to follow all of Hirfs leaps and bounds, he 
has none the less led us a good distance along new paths. So 
we may agree when Schr?der similarly sets up an Idg. base 
am?r 'scharf von Geschmack' and connects Idg. am?r (Lat. 
am?rus) and Idg. amr (Sw. amper, G. Sauerampfer) and Idg. 

m?r (G. Moor) and Idg. mer (Lat. mare, G. Meer, Meerrettig) 
?a splendid and convincing piece of etymology. On the other 

hand, when Schr?der assumes some 'Germanic base,' e. g., hanak, 
so as to connect two Germanic word groups like E. hunk, G. 

Henkel: E. neck, the matter is very different. We at once ask, 
'Is it true? Are the E. and G. words actually the result of dif 
ferent modifications of an old Gic. hanak? Or are they descend 

ants, respectively, of a pre-Gic. (Idg.) keng- and kneg-f And 
if there were such Idg. words, can they be connected into an 

Idg. base keneg f Or, on the other hand, is one of the Germanic 
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words perhaps a comparatively new formation on the model of 
some other word?' and so on, ad inf. In short, we have a 

perfect right to inquire into the actual history of Germanic 
words and need not accept them dished up, course by course, 
as ablaut bases, even though fate has forced us so to accept our 

Idg. words. 

Whether we approve or not of the particular results, 
Schroder's mastering of certain much-neglected Germanic word 

groups,1 his ever ready semantic parallels, and his originality 
cannot but be encouraging. There is a healthy tone in his work. 

By way of conclusion a few of his ideas may be cited. In 

? 4, adducing Gr. rjfuepos, etc., Schr?der sets up Gic- sam?p 
(he would have done better to call it by its Idg. name) and 

connects G. sanft, E. soft: E. smooth: Goth, samjan, ON. sama, 
E. seem.2 With a root-meaning 'Pflock, Stock, Block' Idg. 
onobh enobh gives 'Gic. enab/ which joins G. Nabe, Nabel: 
Imme ('*hohler Stock, Bienenstock, Bienenschwarm, Biene') : 

Eimer, which last, Schr?der shows, cannot be borrowed Lat. 

amp(h)ora, as Lat. p never becomes b in Gic. Here also OE. 
umbor '*Pflock, Knabe,' where Schr?der translates Beow. 46 
umbor wesende into his own dialect: cas he noch 'n l?tten pluck 
war.' In the second part of the book 'euek' and 'keuek' bases 
are taken up. The former give what is probably the real 

explanation of the G. words in ;-. They are due to a change 
of initial iu, ia, io, ie (<Gic. eu-) to ju, ja, jo, je. Thus G. 
Gicht is connected with Dutch wak 'feucht' and G. Ochs (hence 
with Gr. uypo? 'fl?ssig,' Sk. uksan- 'Stier') by a base 'Gic. 

euakuf or Schr?der should perhaps say an Idg. base euogu 

'tr?pfeln, flieszen,'?semantic parallels being G. Schlagflusz, 
Flusz; Rheumatismus; MHG. tropfe; Fr. goutte; E. gout. 
Similarly are explained E. jerkin; OHG. jehan; G. j?ten and a 

number of other words. In the 'keuek' bases a similar change 
i Schroder's ??7 and 13, 8 and 14, 9 and 12 should respectively 

have been united, and the treatment of these ?? and 10, 11, 15, 16 made 
more uniform. The many cases of parallelism among the different bases 

do not seem to have struck Schroder's eye. 

2 In quoting G. sanft E. soft Schr?der derives Westg. *samftu 
from Gic. * 

sampu-, comparing OHG. kumft: Goth, -qumps. This, Brug 
mann 's view, cf. Gr. Is ?423 Anm., leaves the t of the Westg. forms 

unexplained. More probably Idg. m+t gave, by assimilation, nt > 
Gic. np, as in Lat. con-ventio, ON. sam-kund. The influence of words 
without the t suffix, however, gave rise to pronunciations mt >mpt, Gic. 

mft as in OHG. kumft. The Gothic had originally the same form as 

the Norse, but for *qutips analogically spoke (or wrote?) -qum\>s. So 
in the word under discussion the base Idg. sam?t with VI. gives Idg. 

*sant-, Gic. *sanb-, which actually occurs in E. soothe (which Schroder 
does not mention), and, with restitution of the m from some related 
word without the dental suffix, Idg. *sampt-, Gic* samft-, OHG. samft, G. 

sanft, E. soft.. 
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is assumed for the Gic. eu and dropping of the initial consonant 
before the resultant ;. Thus G. jetzt (MHG. iezuo, K?mt. 

hietz, Tirol, hiez) is explained as <*hiu-t?, the hiu- being the 

pronominal stem in hiu- tagu >heute. Some additional ex 

planation will of course be necessary. Under the keuek bases 
Schr?der also unites, int. al., G. geschwind: G. gesund: G. 

(<LG.) s?d, also G. Sturm: Schw?rm, also Goth, sniumjan 
(and hence G. schleunig?) : G. schwimmen. 

A final note promises a further volume: Anlautsstudien. 
It is to be hoped that this will throw better light on a few 
initial sound changes which Schr?der in the present volume 
rather freely postulates,?and yet that it will deal with some 

thing besides sound laws,?which will not and cannot, by 
themselves, account for the Germanic Word-treasure. 

Leonard Bloomfield. 

University of Illinois. 

NORDISCHE PERSONENNAMEN IN ENGLAND IN 
ALT- UND FR?HMITTELENGLISHER ZEIT. Von 
Erik Bj?rkman. Halle, 1910. Max Niemeyer. 
This work appears as Heft XXXVII of Professor Mors 

bach's Studien zur Englischen Philologie. No doubt the author's 

investigations have a definite interest to the philologist, but it 
is likely that a more substantial service has been rendered to the 
cause of research in Old English history. It is a well-known fact 
that the Anglo-Saxon sources, especially those of the tenth and 
eleventh centuries, are full of Scandinavian names; some of 
these are unmistakably Norse, but in the greater number of 
instances the origin has been held doubtful. Frequently a con 
clusion rests, in part, at least, on considerations of race and 

nationality and often errors have arisen through regarding some 
historic actor as a Saxon when he was in reality a Dane or of 
Danish parentage. Still, though the importance of the subject 
is evident, Dr. Bj?rkman's work is the first serious attempt to 

make a complete list of Scandinavian names found in the Old 

English sources. 
The study makes a volume of about 225 pages and is divided 

into two principal divisions: a list of names, and a discussion 
of the principles applied in determining what names are truly 

Northern. The larger part of the volume is given to the dis 
cussion of individual names; the arrangement is alphabetical, 
each name being given separate treatment. The list is quite 
large, more than ?Ye hundred names are found to be presumably 
Scandinavian and entitled to a place in the discussion. Most 
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